In some recent papers, the studies on biorthogonal Riesz bases has found a renewed motivation because of their connection with pseudo-hermitian Quantum Mechanics, which deals with physical systems described by Hamiltonians which are not self-adjoint but still may have real point spectra. Also, their eigenvectors may form Riesz, not necessarily orthonormal, bases for the Hilbert space in which the model is defined. Those Riesz bases allow a decomposition of the Hamiltonian, as already discussed is some previous papers. However, in many physical models, one has to deal not with o.n. bases or with Riesz bases, but just with biorthogonal sets. Here, we consider the more general concept of Gquasi basis and we show a series of conditions under which a definition of non self-adjoint Hamiltonian with purely point real spectra is still possible.
I Introduction and preliminaries
For several years physicists have devoted their studies to those systems which were described by self-adjoint Hamiltonians. This choice have been led by the fact that the eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian describing a physical system represent the energy of that system hence they must be real to have a physical meaning and self-adjoint Hamiltonians have real eigenvalues. This is important to ensure that the dynamics of the system is unitary, so that the probability described by the wave-function is preserved during the time evolution. In recent years many physicists (as Bender and his collaborators) first, and mathematicians after, started to consider with more and more interest non self-adjoint Hamiltonians with real spectra because they described some physical system. The beginning of the story goes probably back to the paper [11] , in which the eigenstates of the manifestly non self-adjoint Hamiltonian H = p 2 + ix 3 were deduced and found to be real. Here x and p are the position and momentum operators, satisfying the Weyl algebra. A very recent book on this and related topics is [2] . The key objects in that analysis were the so-called PT-symmetric Hamiltonians with real point spectra. A PT-symmetric Hamiltonian is an operator such that
P T H(P T ) −1 = P T HP T = H,
where P and T are respectively the operators of parity and time-reversal transformations, usually defined 1 according to P xP = −x, P pP = T pT = −p, T i1 1T = −i1 1, where x, p, 1 1 are respectively the position, momentum, and identity operators acting on the Hilbert space H = L 2 (R) and i is the square root of −1. Later was understood that PT-symmetry can be replaced by more general requirements, still getting the same conclusion: at the beginning of this century Mostafazadeh introduced the concept of pseudo-hermitian (also called pseudo-symmetric or quasi-Hermitian) operators as those operators satisfying, in some sense, an intertwining relation of the form AG = GA † . Here A is the pseudo-hermitian operator, while G is a certain positive operator. Notice that, quite often, both A and G are unbounded, so that the equality AG = GA † is only formal. However, this equality was recently made rigorous in [1] , where A and G are Some recent results show that, even if reality of the eigenvalues of a certain Hamiltonian is ensured, the basis property of its eigenstates is, in many cases, lost. In other words, if a non self-adjoint operator H in the Hilbert space H has purely punctual real spectrum, and if H is PT-symmetric or, more generally, pseudo-symmetric, it is not necessarily true that the set of eigenstates of H, F ϕ = {ϕ n ∈ H} and of its adjoint H † , F Ψ = {Ψ n ∈ H}, are biorthogonal bases for H. Indeed, this feature was already discussed in two papers by Davies, [17, 18] , and then in several papers by one of us (FB), see [3] for a recent review, in [24] , and in other recent papers. The importance of the basis property is obvious. For our present purposes, it mainly lays in the fact that the operators which has those bases as sets of eigenvectors can be decomposed in terms of those sets. Still, quite often, the sets of eigenvectors (although are not a basis of the Hilbert space) are complete in H, meaning that the only vector which is orthogonal to all the ϕ n 's or to all the Ψ n 's is the zero vector. Recent literature has dealt with, in a certain sense, the inverse problem than that before. In [7, 8, 10] , the problem of considering some particular biorthogonal sets of vectors to define non self-adjoint operators, has been considered, leading to a number of interesting results as factorizability of Hamiltonians by some kind of lowering and raising operators. In particular, in [8] Riesz bases of a given Hilbert space have been used, while in [10] and, later, in [7] , the interest was focused again on a generalization of the notion of Riesz basis, living in a rigged Hilbert space. In [4] , the notion of G-quasi bases is considered. As we will see in the following section, two biorthogonal sets F ϕ = {ϕ n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} and F Ψ = {Ψ n ∈ H, n ≥ 0}, satisfying ϕ n , Ψ m = δ n,m , are called G-quasi bases if, for all f, g ∈ G, the following holds:
being G a dense subset of the Hilbert space H. The physical relevance of these families of vectors is that in some physical system driven by some Hamiltonian H, see [3] , the set of eigenstates of H and H † turn out to be G-quasi bases, even if they are and bases.
The problem of generalizing those results to biorthogonal G-quasi bases raises naturally, and in fact this is the main content of this paper, where we will discuss how some of the general ideas introduced in [8] (we will work on a given Hilbert space H, leaving a possible extension to rigged Hilbert spaces to a future analysis) still work even if Riesz bases are replaced by G-quasi bases. This generalization requires us to go into two parallel directions: first of all, since G-quasi bases have only be introduced recently, [4] , and since several unusual features are related to these sets of vectors, we will describe in some details three examples of them. Secondly, physical applications of G-quasi bases show that unbounded operators (and intertwining operators in particular, see Section IV) become relevant, in this context. So we will take care of this aspect and we will also discuss in some details what happens when one deals with G quasi-bases and, therefore, when a resolution of the identity can only be introduced in a weak form, as in (1.2).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we introduce some useful definitions on bases and biorthogonal sets and we shortly review the results in [8] on Hamiltonians defined by Riesz bases. In Section III we give examples of G-quasi bases, and we start considering a few physical consequences, which are analyzed further in Section IV. Section V contains our conclusions.
II Some useful definitions and results
Let us begin by recalling some well known definitions. Let H be a Hilbert space with scalar product ·, · linear in the second entry. We recall the following definitions.
Definition 1
The sequence X = {ξ n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} is said to be complete if ϕ, ξ n = 0 for every n ∈ N, with ϕ ∈ H, then ϕ = 0.
This means that the set X is if the only vector ϕ ∈ H which is orthogonal to all the ξ n 's is necessarily the zero vector. Sometimes in the literature, rather than complete the word total is adopted.
In our analysis the following, slightly modified, version of completeness will be also used.
Definition 2 Let F = {f n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} be a set and V ⊆ H a subspace, we will say that F is complete in V if, taken ϕ ∈ V such that ϕ, f n = 0 for all n ≥ 0, then ϕ = 0.
In particular, if V = H, then we will simply say that F is complete.
Definition 3
A set E = {e n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} is said to be a (Schauder) basis for H if for every f ∈ H there exists a unique sequence {c n (f )} of complex numbers (depending on the vector f ) such that
Definition 4 A (Schauder) basis for H, E = {e n ∈ H, n ≥ 0}, is said to be an orthonormal (o.n.) basis for H if e n , e m = δ n,m , for every n, m ≥ 0.
If E = {e n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} is an orthonormal (o.n.) basis for H, then the coefficient c n (f ) in (2.1) can be written as c n (f ) = e n , f , for every n ≥ 0 and for every f ∈ H.
Definition 5 A set F = {f n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} is said to be a Riesz basis for H if there exists a bounded operator T on H, with bounded inverse, and an orthonormal basis E = {e n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} of H, such that f n = T e n , for all n ≥ 0. 
The same expansion as in (2.2) holds when F and L are biorthogonal bases, but not necessarily of the Riesz kind. Notice that each basis F in H possesses a unique biorthogonal set V which is also a basis: hence the expansion in (2.2) is unique, [12, Theorem 3.3.2] . If F = {f n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} is a basis (in any of the senses considered so far), then F is complete, while the converse is not true, in general. In fact, while for o.n. sets completeness is equivalent to the basis property, for non o.n. sets this is false, see e.g. [ [12, 14, 15, 21] . However, we will not discuss the relation between G-quasi bases and frames here. In fact, we are more interested to those sets having no redundancy, in contrast with what happens in frame theory, since, while this aspect is surely important for signal analysis, it is not so important for quantum mechanics, which is our main interest here. We will comment something more on this aspect along the paper.
For convenience of the reader we also recall the following definition.
Definition 8 Let F = {f n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} and L = {l n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} be two biorthogonal sets. The projection operator P k is defined as [16, Lemma 3.3.3] . This fact will be used later on. In particular, the norm of P k and those of f k and l k are related by the following relation:
Another absolutely non trivial difference between o.n. and not o.n. sets has to do with the possibility of extending the basis property from a dense subset of H to the whole Hilbert space. Let E = {e n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} be an o.n. set and let V be a dense subspace of H. Suppose that each vector f ∈ V can be written as follows: f = n e n , f e n , then E is an o.n. basis for V and, furthermore, all the vectors in H, and not only those in V, admit a similar expansion: f = n e n ,f e n , ∀f ∈ H. Hence E is also an o.n. basis for H [20, Theorem 3.4.7] . Let us now replace the o.n. set E with a second, no longer o.n., set X = {x n ∈ H, n ≥ 0}, and let us again assume that every f ∈ V can be written, in an unique way, as f = n c n (f ) x n , for certain coefficients c n (f ) depending on f . Then, explicit counterexamples show that a similar expansion does not hold in general for all vectors in H, see [3, Section 3.2.1]. This will be evident also in the examples considered later on in this paper. Then we see once again that loosing orthonormality 3 produces new and often undesired mathematical consequences.
Moreover, the lack of orthonormality has physical consequences as well, [3, 17, 18, 24] . In fact, when a non self-adjoint Hamiltonian H with only punctual real spectrum is considered, the set of its eigenstates, F ϕ = {ϕ n ∈ H}, is not an o.n. one, in general. Therefore, we are forced to deal with problems similar to those discussed above. In particular, even if F ϕ were complete, it would not be necessarily a basis for H. Also, even if each vector in a dense subspace of H can be linearly expanded in terms of the ϕ n 's, a similar expansion may not be true in all of H. For this reason, in connection with several recent applications, see [3, 4, 5] and references therein, the notion of G-quasi basis was introduced and used heavily in the analysis of the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of certain non self-adjoint Hamiltonians.
Definition 10 Let G be a dense subspace of Hilbert space H. Two biorthogonal sets F ϕ = {ϕ n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} and
the following holds: (2. 3) holds for all f, g ∈ H, then F ϕ and F Ψ are simpler called quasi bases.
From formula (2.3), it follows immediately that, if f ∈ G is orthogonal to all the Ψ n 's (or to all the ϕ n 's), then f is necessarily zero and, as a consequence,
When F ϕ and F Ψ are quasi bases, then they are complete. We refer to [3] for more details on G-quasi bases. Here we just want to observe that equation (2.3) can be seen as a weak version of a resolution of the identity, which turns out to be very important, if not essential, in several physical applications, as, just to cite one, in quantization problems, see Part 2 of [19] , i.e. when one wants to replace a classical system with its quantum counterpart 
II.1 Working with Riesz bases
We now briefly review what is the role of Riesz bases in our scheme. Let F φ = {φ n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} be a Riesz basis in the Hilbert space H and let F ψ = {ψ n ∈ H, n ≥ 0} be its dual biorthogonal Riesz basis. In [8] the following operators have been introduced and their properties have been studied in details:
. 4 For instance, a classical harmonic oscillator with energy (in suitable units
can be quantized replacing the time-depending functions x(t) and p(t) with the operatorsX :=
2 , H n (x) being the n-th Hermite polynomial, and P n,m is the operator defined by
. Of course, one should pay attention to the convergence of the series appearing in the definition ofX andP . We refer to [19] for more details.
Here α = {α n } is any sequence of complex numbers. Once again we recall that the convergence of the series is, as everywhere in this paper, the unconditional one.
Once we put D φ := span{φ n } and 
Remark 12
It is worth to notice that the operators H α φ,ψ and H α ψ,φ introduced above looks quite similar to the so called multipliers, see [32, 33] , which are operators of the form
where {Φ n } and {Ψ n } are fixed sequences in the Hilbert space, while {m n } is a sequence of scalars. The interest in [32, 33] 
was on mathematical aspects of these multipliers, like, for instance, their unconditional convergence. On the other hand, we are more interested in the role of G-quasi bases in the definition of our (physically-motivated) multipliers.
In a similar way, introducing a second sequence of complex numbers, β := {β n }, the following operators can be also defined:
Hence, in particular, S β φ and S β ψ are also densely defined, again due to the fact that F φ and F ψ are bases, and, see [8, Proposition 2.2], they are closed and self adjoint if each β n ∈ R.
Furthermore, S β φ is bounded if and only if S β ψ is bounded and this is true if and only if β is a bounded sequence. Moreover, if β n = 1 for all n ≥ 0, then S φ := S 1 φ and S ψ := S 1 ψ are bounded positive self-adjoint operators on H and they are inverses of each other 5 , that is
, which are useful intertwining relations. More details on these operators and their domains can be found in [8] . [6, 25, 26, 31] 
Remark 13 The relevance of intertwining relations and of the intertwining operators is discussed in detail, for instance, in

. They turn out to be very useful in the deduction of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for certain pairs of Hamiltonians, obeying suitable intertwining relations. When this happens, the Hamiltonians turn out to be isospectral, and their eigenvectors are mapped ones into the others by the intertwining operator itself.
Going back to the general case, let α = {α n } be a sequence of complex numbers. We define the operators h α φ,ψ and h α ψ,φ as follows:
ψ,φ )} and these are both dense in H. Moreover (h α φ,ψ ) * = h α ψ,φ . Finally, and very important, if {α n } ⊂ R, then h α φ,ψ is self-adjoint. More results can be found in [8, Section III] , where ladder (i.e. raising and lowering) operators are also introduced in terms of the Riesz bases F φ and F ψ . In the rest of the paper we will discuss, both from a general point of view and considering particular examples, how much of the above structure can be recovered when the biorthogonal sets are no longer Riesz bases. In particular, we will see under what conditions some relevant operators we are going to introduce are, in fact, densely defined.
5 S ψ and S φ are usually called frame operators in the literature of frames, or metric operators in quantum mechanics, while the operators S β φ and S β ψ are particular cases of Riesz bases multipliers, [33] .
III Some examples when orthonormality is lost
In this section we discuss how, and to which extent, loosing orthonormality can give rise to certain mathematical and physical consequences which do not appear whenever one uses o.n. bases. Of course, we will also give up the assumption that the set of vectors we consider is a Riesz basis, since this case is completely under control. For making these differences evident, we discuss in some details three examples, the last one being directly physically motivated, whereas the first two are interesting mainly from a mathematical point of view, but not only.
III.1 First example
Let F e := {e n , n ≥ 1} be an o.n. basis of a Hilbert space H, and let us introduce the set
1 k e k , n ≥ 1}, see [21] . Of course we can write x n as follows: x 1 = e 1 , and x n = x n−1 + 1 n e n , n ≥ 2. It is clear that x n ∈ H for all n ≥ 1. Also, F x is complete in H. In fact, f, x n = 0 for all n ≥ 1 implies that f, e n = 0 for all n ≥ 1 as well, so that f = 0, necessarily. Let us now introduce G as the linear span of the e n 's. This set is dense in H. It is possible to see that F x is a basis for G, [3] , but not for H. In particular, if on one hand it is easy to check that each vector f = N k=1 c k e k , N < ∞, can be written as a linear combination of the x n 's, on the other hand it is also possible to check that h := ∞ k=1 1 k e k , which is a non zero vector in H, cannot be written as ∞ k=1 α k x k , for any choice of the complex numbers α k . In fact, assume that this is possible. Then, we should have
h, e 1 = 1, and h,
, and h, e 2 =
, and h, e 3 =
and so on. Hence, we should have α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = . . . = 0, which implies that h = 0, which is absurd. The set which is biorthogonal to F x is F y := {y n = ne n − (n + 1)e n+1 , n ≥ 1}. Indeed we can prove that x k , y l = δ k,l , ∀ k, l ∈ N. F y is complete in G, but not in H. Indeed, let f ∈ G be orthogonal to all the y n 's. The vector f can be written as f = N k=1 c k e k , for some finite N. Of course, c k = e k , f . Now, condition f, y 1 = 0 implies that f, e 1 = 2 f, e 2 . Also, from f, y 2 = 0, it follows that 2 f, e 2 = 3 f, e 3 , and so on. However, since f, y N = 0, we deduce that N f, e N = (N + 1) f, e N +1 = 0. Then, f, e k = 0 for all k = 1, 2, . . . , N, so that f = 0. Therefore, as stated, F y is complete in G. To prove that F y is not complete in H, it is sufficient to observe that the vector h, already introduced, is orthogonal to all the y n 's, but it is not zero.
Contrarily to F x , it can be shown that the set F y is not a basis for G. Therefore, a fortiori, F y is not a basis for H. We can further prove that, even though F x and F y are not quasi-bases, they are still G-quasi bases. To prove these claims we first observe that, taking again h as above, on one hand we have
, whereas on the other hand we have ∞ n=1 h, x n y n , h = 0, since y n , h = 0 for all n. Hence, at least for this h, h, h = ∞ n=1 h, x n y n , h , and our first assertion is proved. Of course, this is in agreement with the fact that F y is not complete in H, as it should be, if they were quasi-bases. However, they are G-quasi bases because, taking f and g in G, it is just a straightforward computation to check that
which is what we had to prove.
III.2 Second example
Let, as before, F e := {e n , n ≥ 1} be an o.n. basis of a Hilbert space H, G its linear span, and consider the sets
n+k e k , n ≥ 1 and F y = {y n = e n + e n+1 , n ≥ 1}.
Then y n , x k = δ n,k for all k, n ≥ 1, [12] . F x is complete in H and, interestingly enough, it is a basis for G. Indeed, let f ∈ G, then f can be written as a finite linear combination of the e n 's. Let us assume, to begin with, that f = 2N k=1 c k e k . Now we will show that there exist α j ∈ C, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2N such that f = 2N k=1 α k x k . In fact, equating the two expansions, we deduce that
Since det(T 2N ) = 1 for all N, T −1 2N surely exists, and therefore α 2N = T −1 2N c 2N . Then we recover the coefficients α n 's of the expansion of f in terms of x n 's. Exactly the same conclusion we find if f =
2N +1
k=1 c k e k . Hence, F x is a basis for G, as stated. What is more, one also can prove that F x is, in fact, a basis also for H. This is not particularly surprising, since the determinant of T 2N (and of T 2N +1 ), i.e. the possibility of inverting those matrices, is independent of N. A consequence is the completeness of F x in H. As for F y , this set is complete in H. Indeed if f ∈ H is orthogonal to every y n , then we easily deduce that | f, e j | is independent of j so that f 2 = ∞ j=1 | f, e j | 2 can be finite if only if f, e j = 0 for all j. Hence f = 0.
However, it turns out that F y is not a basis for H, [12] . For instance, one can notice that e 1 cannot be written in terms of y n 's. This incidentally also implies that, as in the previous example, F y cannot even be a basis for G, since e 1 ∈ G.
It is now interesting to see that, even though F y is not a basis for G, F x and F y are G-quasi bases. This can be proved with a direct computation:
g n e n with f i , g j ∈ C, i = 1, · · · , N and j = 1, · · · , M. It is evident, therefore, that as in Section III.1, also here it is possible to recover a (weak) resolution of the identity, even though we are working with biorthogonal sets which are not bases.
III.3 Third example, with Hamiltonians
This example is, in a certain sense, more physically-motivated, since it is directly linked to a quantum harmonic oscillator. Moreover, exactly for this reason, it is also relevant because it will suggest how to enrich our previous examples by adding some physical insight to their original mathematical aspects. We start defining the following functions of S(R), the set of C ∞ , fast decreasing, functions:
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. Here H n (x) is the n-th Hermite polynomial. It is easy to check that x m , y n = e m , e n = δ m,n ,
2 is the n-th function of the set F e = {e n (x)}, which is the well known o.n. basis of L 2 (R) consisting of eigenvectors of the self-adjoint Hamiltonian of the quantum harmonic oscillator, [27] . We continue to call G the linear span of the e n 's. We have h e n = n + 1 2 e n , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. It is clear that, for all such n's, y n = T e n , x n = T −1 e n , where T is the
is bounded and self-adjoint. It is also invertible, but its inverse is unbounded. However, T A standard argument, see [23] , shows that F y = {y n (x), n ≥ 0} and F x = {x n (x), n ≥ 0} are both complete in L 2 (R). They are also D(R)-quasi bases: in fact, let f, g ∈ D(R), then
T f, e n e n , T
f, y n x n , g .
Analogously we can check that f, g = ∞ n=0 f, x n y n , g . On the other hand, F y and F x are not bases for L 2 (R) because, as we have already recalled in Remark 9, a necessary condition for F y and F x to be bases is that sup n y n x n < ∞, but this is not the case. In fact, (see the integral 2.20.16. nr. 2 in [30] ), we get
where P n (x) is the n-th Legendre polynomial. Now, using the asymptotic behavior in n of these polynomials, for x > 1, see [34] , we see that, for large n,
which diverges with n. Hence sup n y n x n = ∞. Therefore, neither F y nor F x can be bases for L 2 (R). Nevertheless, they have interesting physical properties, since they are eigenstates of the following manifestly non self-adjoint operators
and
In fact, since the Hermite polynomial H n (x) satisfies the differential equation
′ n (x)+ 2nH n (x) = 0, for all n ∈ N, a direct computation shows that
where E n = n + 1 2
and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. Then the three Hamiltonians H 1 , H 2 and h are all isospectrals. This is in agreement with the fact that they are all (strongly) similar, i.e. that, for every f ∈ D(R), we have T hT −1 f = H 1 f and T −1 hT f = H 2 f . This also suggests that, for all those functions, H 2 f = H † 1 f , as one also can explicitly check.
Quite often, when isospectral Hamiltonians appear related by some (possibly extended, as in this case) similarity operator, it is a standard procedure to introduce the following operators:
y n , f y n exists in H , and S x g = ∞ n=0 x n , g x n , S y f = ∞ n=0 y n , f y n , for g ∈ D(S x ) and f ∈ D(S y ). Using the continuity of T , it is clear that S y is everywhere defined and that S y = T 2 . In fact, taken f ∈ D(S y ), we have
e n , T f e n = T (T f ).
Of course, since T 2 is bounded, this equality can be extended to the whole H. Notice that, in particular, S y x n = y n for all n.
Of course, such a simple argument does not hold for S x . This is because T −1 is unbounded and, therefore, not continuous on H. However, we can still prove that S x = T −2 , but in a weak form, i.e. we can prove that
for all ξ ∈ D(R), and for all g ∈ D(R) ∩ D(S x ), which we assume here to be a sufficiently rich set. This is a reasonable assumption since, recalling that S x y n = x n for all n, we see that the linear span of the y n 's, D y , is a subset of D(S x ). Moreover, we observe that D y is the image of the dense set G, via the bounded operator T . Since F y is complete, its linear span D y is dense in H. So, D(S x ) is surely a rather rich set. Of course, what is not evident is that
is also rich, and will only be assumed here.
IV Hamiltonians defined by G-quasi bases: theory and examples
The examples in literature, together with those introduced in Section III, show that there exist several biorthogonal sets of vectors with different characteristics, most of which are harder to deal with than o.n bases, but which are still interesting (both in mathematics and in physics) and sufficiently well behaved. In what follows, somehow inspired by what we have done in Section III.3, we discuss more mathematical and physical facts related to the biorthogonal sets considered in Sections III.1 and III.2.
In particular, we use the general results on F x and F y deduced in those sections to define some manifestly non self-adjoint operators, which we still call Hamiltonians, having x n and y n as eigenstates. In this way we will significantly extend what was first proposed in [8] , starting from biorthogonal Riesz bases and then in [7, 9] in the more general settings of rigged Hilbert spaces. Interestingly enough, we will see that many of the results deduced in [8] also can be recovered here, in a situation in which F x and F y are not even bases, but just G-quasi bases, with G some dense subset of H.
To make our results model-independent, we devote the first part of this section to discuss some general results which extend those in [8] (see also Section II.1) to the present settings. In the remaining part of the section, we will go back to the particular choices considered in Sections III.1 and III.2, and we will see what can be said in those cases.
IV.1 Some general results
Let α := {α n , n ∈ N} be a sequence of complex numbers, F x and F y biorthogonal G-quasi bases for some dense subset G ⊂ H, and H α x,y and H α y,x two operators defined as follows:
α n x n , g y n exists in H , and
In analogy with what has been discussed in Section II.1, we easily see that
Therefore, the x n 's and the y n 's are eigenstates respectively of H α x,y and H α y,x , and the complex numbers α n 's are their (common) eigenvalues. So, from this point of view, not much has changed with respect to what we have summarized in Section II.1. What is really different here is that, since neither F x nor F y are (Riesz) bases, neither H α y,x nor H α x,y need to be densely defined, in general. However, when this is true, more can be deduced 6 . We will assume, in the remaining part of this section, that the operators H α y,x and H α x,y are densely defined. For this reason we will see that suitable conditions exist which make these assumptions verified in concrete situations, as the examples in Sections IV.2 and IV.3 show.
Proof. We have to check that each h ∈ D(H α x,y ) also belongs to D((H α y,x ) † ), and that for
α n y n , h x n is norm convergent to 6 It is clear that having densely defined Hamiltonians does not necessarily imply that their eigenvectors do form Riesz bases. In fact, in Section III.3 we have seen an explicit example in which H 1 and H 2 are densely defined even though their eigenstates are not Riesz bases.
H α x,y h. Hence, using the continuity of the scalar product, we have [8] . Another, even simpler, situation is when H α x,y and H α y,x are bounded operators, which is the case, for instance, if the sequence {|α n | x n y n } belongs to l 1 (R).
Let us define now, in analogy e.g. with [8] , the following lowering and raising operators which can be used to factorize the Hamiltonians introduced before. To this aim, we assume that the sequence α satisfies the following condition: 0 = α 1 ≤ α 2 ≤ . . .. Then we introduce the following operators:
These operators behave as some sort of ladder operators. In fact we have, for instance: x n ∈ D(A x,y ) and A x,y x n = √ α n x n−1 , for all n ≥ 2. Also, x n ∈ D(B x,y ) and B x,y x n = √ α n+1 x n+1 , for all n ≥ 1, and so on. From now on we will assume that (at least) F x is a basis for some dense subset G ⊆ H. This hypothesis holds true, for instance, in Sections III.1 and III.2, where, we recall, G is the linear span of the vectors e n of a given o.n. basis. Hence A x,y , B x,y and H α x,y are all densely defined. Of course, similar results also can be deduced for A y,x , B y,x and for H α y,x , at least if F y is a basis for G. However, this is not what happens in our examples, unless we impose some extra conditions to α, as we will see later. When these extra conditions are satisfied, all our operators turn out to be densely defined. Now we can prove the following Proposition, which allows us to factorize both H α x,y and H α y,x respectively on D x and D y .
Proposition 16
Let F x and F y be biorthogonal sets. Assume that the sequence α satisfies the following condition: 0 = α 1 ≤ α 2 ≤ . . ., then the following statements hold.
i) The operators H α x,y and B x,y A x,y coincide on
ii) the operators H α y,x and B y,x A y,x coincide on D y .
because of the continuity of the inner product. Then, recalling that α 1 = 0, we have
which is what we had to prove. Of course, our assertion ii) can be proved in the same way.
Of course, factorizability of the Hamiltonians could be true not just on D x and D y , but also on larger sets. In other words, Proposition 16 does not exclude that, for instance, H α x,yf = B x,y A x,yf for somef belonging to H \ D x . This is the case when D(H α x,y ) ⊃ D x , and when the set of vectorsf such that A x,yf ∈ D(B x,y ) is larger than D x too. [13, 22] . Sometimes it happens that the procedure can be iterated, and in this case one is able to deduce a full family of solvable models. Moreover, the same operators used to factorize the Hamiltonians are often used in connection with bi-coherent states, [5] .
Remark 17
As in Section II.1, we can further introduce two sequences of strictly positive real numbers β := {β n > 0, n ∈ N} and γ := {γ n > 0, n ∈ N}, and two related operators S β x and S γ y as follows:
γ n y n , g y n ∈ H , and
for all f ∈ D(S β x ) and g ∈ D(S γ y ). These operators are positive and, if densely defined, are symmetric too. For instance, this is true if F x and F y are bases for G, or when some suitable conditions on β or γ are satisfied as we will see in the following. Whenever D(S β x ) and D(S γ y ) are dense, both S β x and S γ y admit a self-adjoint (Friedrichs) extension, see [29] . Definition (4.4) and the biorthogonality of the families F x and F y imply that, for all n, y n ∈ D(S β x ), x n ∈ D(S γ y ), S β x y n = β n x n and S γ y x n = γ n y n . Hence these operators map F x into F y and viceversa, with some extra normalization factor which we cannot get rid of.
Let us now see in details what happens when we consider the sets of vectors introduced in Sections III.1 and III.2.
IV.2 Back to the first example
which is convergent if β ∈ l 1 (N). Then, when this happens, G ⊆ D(S β x ), and therefore S β x is also densely defined. Of course, taking β n = 1 for every n ∈ N (as it is sometimes found in the literature, see [3, 8, 9] for instance), does not appear to be a good choice here, since in this case
is not a dense set, in principle. So we will not make this choice. Now, if we fix γ n = 1 βn , we deduce that S β x S γ y x n = x n , and S γ y S β x y n = y n , for all n ∈ N. This, of course, does not imply that S β x is the inverse of S γ y . In fact, neither F x nor F y are bases for H, so that the above equalities cannot both be extended automatically to the whole Hilbert space. Nevertheless, they can be extended on some large sets, i.e. on D x and on D y , which are in fact rather rich sets.
As in [8, Proposition 2.3] , these operators produce interesting intertwining relations:
H α x,y S β x − S β x H α y,x y n = 0, H α y,x S γ y − S γ y H α x,y x n = 0, (4.5) for all n ∈ N, which are related to the fact that H α x,y and H α y,x share the same eigenvalues, and that S β x and S γ y map F x into (multiples of) F y and viceversa. As before, the second equality in (4.5) can be extended to all vectors of G, while the first one, with no further extra assumption, cannot. Finally, as stated at the end of Section IV.1, due to the fact that S β x and S γ y are positive and symmetric, they admit self-adjoint extensions which we still indicate with the same symbols, and which are also positive. Hence, they admit positive square roots, which can be used to introduce, at least formally, x n and that h x,yên = α nên . This shows that h x,y has the same eigenvalues {α n } as H α x,y , for instance. It worths to stress that these last claims are based on some subtle mathematical assumptions, which are not necessarily satisfied, in general, if F x and F y are not Riesz or o.n. bases. We refer to [8] for more details on this kind of problems in the easiest situation, i.e. when F x and F y are Riesz bases indeed. Here we just want to say that, while it is easy to see that Fê = {ê n } is an o.n. set, we can conjecture that Fê is not a basis for H. In fact, this set is the image of F x (and F y ), none of which is a basis for H.
V Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how and when some particular biorthogonal sets, the so-called Gquasi bases, can be used to define manifestly non self-adjoint operators with known eigenvectors and simple punctual spectra, even when these eigenvectors do not form bases for the Hilbert space where the model is defined. In particular, we have devoted a part of the paper to analyze in some details the properties of three G-quasi bases, and another part to show how these sets can be used to define Hamiltonians and ladder operators, and how the latter ones can be used to factorize the Hamiltonians themselves.
Our paper can be seen as another step toward a better comprehension of the role of biorthogonal sets in physical contexts where self-adjointness of the observables is not required. Also, from a more mathematical side, the paper suggests to undertake a deeper analysis of G-quasi bases and of their relations with frames and this is, in fact, one of our future project.
